
ONLY 12% OF U.S. WORKERS WANT TO WORK FROM HOME FULL-TIME.

MOST WANT TO RETURN TO THE WORKPLACE, BUT WITH CRITICAL CHANGES.

falkbuilt.com
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SOLUTION: FALKICLE

Feel safe without feeling secluded. Our Falkicles stop the spread of 

germs while maintaining an open and bright space. 

Plan to IMPLEMENT PRACTICES 
TO MINIMIZE FACE-TO-FACE 
CONTACT between employees if social distancing is 
recommended by your state or local health department. 
Actively encourage flexible work arrangements such as 
teleworking or staggered shifts.

Gensler
https://www.gensler.com/uploads/document/695/file/Gensler-US-Work-From-Home-Survey-2020-Briefing-1.pdf





While using every other desk may cut your 
capacity in half or more, activating conference 
rooms, focus rooms, learning labs, and break out 
spaces as dedicated seating areas can increase the 
headcount of staff in the office while maintaining 
physical distancing. As workers return to the office, 
these spaces will again be used to ENHANCE 
COLLABORATION in a safe way.

Gensler
https://www.gensler.com/research-insight/blog/10-considerations-for-transitioning-back-to-work-in-a-post 

SOLUTION: FALKPODS

Falkpods create the perfect space for collaborative work with integrated 

screens for video calls and great acoustics. 





PROMPT 
IDENTIFICATION and 
isolation of potentially infectious 
individuals is a critical step in 
protecting workers, customers, 
visitors, and others at a worksite.

OSHA
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf 

SOLUTION: THERMAL STATIONS 

Thermal stations will ensure your space remains free of infection. 



Many of the HIGH-TOUCH 
areas in your office could be vectors 
for the spread of virus. And the more 
colleagues that touch them, the higher 
the risk of contamination.

BBC
https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20200324-covid-19-the-ways-viruses-can-spread-in-offices 

SOLUTION: 
TOUCHLESS 
ENTRY 

Our automatic sliding doors are opened 

with just a wave.  

SOLUTION: 
ANTIBACTERIAL 

POWDER 
COATING

Protect the spread of viruses with antibacterial door pulls 

that prevent germs from sticking around.



Employers are going to reassess 
the need for travel — does it 
really make sense to spend a 
day on an airplane to meet with 
someone for an hour, when that 
meeting could be done with a 
VIDEO CONFERENCE?

CTV News
https://calgary.ctvnews.ca/work-from-home-success-changing-calgary-office-use-assumptions-ceos-say-1.4932902

SOLUTION: TECHNOLOGY 
INTEGRATION

We are moving into a digital by default environment, and with the boom of remote meetings, 

technology integration is more important now than ever. Falkbuilt’s system is easily adaptable to ever 

changing technological needs.





Maintain regular housekeeping practices, 
including routine CLEANING AND 
DISINFECTING OF SURFACES, 
equipment, and other elements of the work 
environment. When choosing cleaning 
chemicals, employers should consult information 
on Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-
approved disinfectant labels with claims against 
emerging viral pathogens. Products with EPA-
approved emerging viral pathogens claims are 
expected to be effective against SARS-CoV-2 
based on data for harder to kill viruses.

OSHA
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf 

SOLUTION: FALKSKIN

Keep it clean. Falkskin is easily cleanable and durable to 

industrial grade disinfectants. 



Human coronaviruses 
can remain infectious on 
inanimate surfaces at 
room temperature for 
up to 9 DAYS.

www.journalofhospitalinfection.com/article/S0195-6701(20)30046-3/fulltext



Ensure appropriate physical 
distancing, like eliminating 
pay-at-the-door options, 
holding team meetings 
outdoors, staggering shift 
times and using ground 
markings and barriers to 
MANAGE TRAFFIC 
FLOW.

Ontario Newsroom
https://news.ontario.ca/opo/en/2020/04/ontario-providing-employers-with-workplace-safety-guidelines.html

SOLUTION: WAY-FINDING

Keep your space beautiful while adding directional wayfinding into your 

environment with custom wall graphics.



Where appropriate, employers should develop policies and 
procedures for IMMEDIATELY ISOLATING people 
who have signs and/or symptoms of COVID-19, and train 
workers to implement them. Move potentially infectious 
people to a location away from workers, customers, and other 
visitors. Although most worksites do not have specific isolation 
rooms, designated areas with closable doors may serve as 
isolation rooms until potentially sick people can be removed 
from the worksite.

OSHA
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf

SOLUTION: ISOLATION ROOM

It is important to have a dedicated space if a potentially infected 

individual is identified. 



falkbuilt.com

“To reduce the impact of 
COVID-19 outbreak conditions 
on businesses, workers, 
customers, and the public, it is 
important for all employers to 
PLAN NOW for COVID-19.

OSHA
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf 
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